Artisan Technology Group is your source for quality new and certified-used/pre-owned equipment

- FAST SHIPPING AND DELIVERY
- TENS OF THOUSANDS OF IN-STOCK ITEMS
- EQUIPMENT DEMOS
- HUNDREDS OF MANUFACTURERS SUPPORTED
- LEASING/MONTHLY RENTALS
- ITAR CERTIFIED SECURE ASSET SOLUTIONS

SERVICE CENTER REPAIRS
Experienced engineers and technicians on staff at our full-service, in-house repair center

WE BUY USED EQUIPMENT
Sell your excess, underutilized, and idle used equipment
We also offer credit for buy-backs and trade-ins
www.artisantg.com/WeBuyEquipment

IntraView™ REMOTE INSPECTION
Remotely inspect equipment before purchasing with our interactive website at www.Instraview.com

LOOKING FOR MORE INFORMATION?
Visit us on the web at www.artisantg.com for more information on price quotations, drivers, technical specifications, manuals, and documentation

Contact us: (888) 88-SOURCE | sales@artisantg.com | www.artisantg.com
Agitation Magnets

Argonaut offers two different styles of agitation magnets, for solution- and solid-phase applications. Use the right agitation magnet and RV (reaction vessel) for optimum performance.

Instructions.
For solution-phase applications, use agitation magnet (p/n 900421) and the Solution-Phase μFrit RVs. Insert the magnet so that its hollowed end faces the bottom of the RV. This magnet is approximately 2.2cm long and ensures homogeneous mixing. The Solution-Phase μFrit RVs have a nominal frit porosity of 7μm and are designed for product isolation by precipitation in solution-phase applications. This magnet is the standard agitation magnet included with every Quest 210 instrument.

For solid-phase applications, use agitation magnet (p/n 900085) and the Solid-Phase RVs. Insert the magnet so that its hollowed end faces the bottom of the RV. This magnet is approximately 1.9cm long and ensures homogeneous mixing without crushing fragile resins or solid supports. The Solid-Phase RVs have a nominal frit porosity of 30μm and are designed for easy product isolation by filtration without letting solid material pass.

Part Number:
900421, Quest 210 Solution-Phase Agitation Magnets 5/pkg
900085, Quest 210 Solid-Phase Agitation Magnets, 5/pkg

Replacement Parts:
900253, Quest 210 Solution-Phase μFrit 5mL RVs, 100/pkg
900269, Quest 210 Solution-Phase μFrit 10mL RVs, 40/pkg
900086, Quest 210 Solid-Phase 5mL RVs, 100/pkg
900087, Quest 210 Solid-Phase 10mL RVs, 40/pkg

Quest Accessories
P/N 104449
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